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The Anatomy of a Poem: An Isolated Contemplation 

By: Emily Norton 

ANATOMY: a study of the structure or internal workings of something. 

I am in the slow now. A series of todays viscous as longing. Sweating in a prison of isolation. The prison is 

my body and its inability to form words or anything that even remotely resembles a poem. The world is 

on pause. Moving like cheap boots through heavy snow. And I don’t know where I’m on my way to. But I 

know I can’t seem to write it. The where now, and the where impending. Both are mysteries too 

complex to consider solving when I can’t solve the muddled desires of my brain. All the longing, the 

hope, fading. I am melting now. I am the slow and the snow.  

I am being told to care for my body, prioritize it, even. Eat the fruit, go for government mandated walks, 

avoid touch, hesitate to lean in and smell the lilacs on my neighbour’s front lawn. But, how couldn’t I? 

They remind me of home. They remind me of my mother. They remind me why we breathe in, and how 

to breathe out. But I’m scared. My body is scared and weighted with poetry I can’t form.  

I tell everyone make sure you’re taking care of yourself; that is what’s most important. 

I know the priorities, but I still can’t write. I sit at my desk with a pen in hand and stare blankly at my 

journal. At my broad hands, the length of my fingers, the flex of my wrist. I devour watermelon slices 

and leave myself sticky. I can’t write anyway. So, I’ll let the pages cling together in emptiness.  

Without words a page is a void. What’s inside a poem if not emptiness? If not sweat? Stickiness. 

If the poem is a body, then the poem is the priority. I don’t know how else to not wither away in 

isolation.  

Will I write the slow? I guess I have to.  

Will the anatomy of a poem come back to me? Will the words resurface?  

I am in the slow now. 

I brim with words. I foam at the mouth with desire. For my love, their hands. I roam each break in a line 

lingering toward THEIR HANDS: the first line, the last stanza. The poem begins at the hands. Tracing the 

length of your fingers. The tips, where words tumble off into unknowing. How could I write you? How 

else could I write you?  

Touch. 

Your hands are no longer hands when mine touch them they are pieces of my desire. They are poems 

unwritten. But I’ll write them. I am writing one right now. I am touching you. I am filling in our blanks. 

The blanks isolation made for us. The places we were supposed to fit.  

Language touches. 

If I say their hands are prayers unfolded what I’m saying is I am queer. And I am searching for the words 

that mean something as good as skin pressed together: a peeled orange, lilacs in bloom, a full moon. 
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Think holy. Language cannot do everything, but it can touch. My hand is a verb. Slow verb. I verb. I verb 

myself new. Us new. Us queer. Move language. Find its shape. Its anatomy. 

Adrienne Rich says language cannot do everything. 

And so, we begin at the hands. The poem always begins at the hands. Their hands. My hands grasping 

for them. Grasping at nouns. The internal workings of language. The palm is the root of lesbian desire. 

Doughy. Fleshy. I press down: the first line, the longing. A single word catalyzed by a pressure point. A 

single word found in my grip.  

Transform. 

The palm says transform. The poem begins. I am writing to you. I am writing you. 

My hands peel the orange. Undress it. Transform smooth jacket to pithy mindscape. You’re all stringy 

and sticky and juice. The sweat from your slices all over my hands. My hands, the orange now. 

 The slow now. My hands: slow. 

 

There was no moon until I saw her/ and afterwards my fingers were a different shape 

- Kathryn Payne, Lunation 

The transformation of bodies in love is an inherently lesbian skill. Lesbians can write their bodies out of 

trauma and into desire. 

And so, the books, and consequently the bodies, of lesbians have transformed the structure of a poem 

to me. I know the most important part of a poem is its hands. I know that unless you let them guide you 

you risk not reading the poem at all.  

Make the words queer. Queer the body. The wrist. 

Maybe my wrists are what make me a lesbian. Maybe it’s always been in my body. Not about the bodies 

of who I’ve fallen in love with. 

Gertrude Stein says wrist is leading. 

Me to you? Travel. Touch. I wrist. Rest? I’m not sure.  

I’m not sure how the poetry got to this place; how I did, for that matter.  

The wrist says sew.  

So? Trauma and touch are inevitably connected. So? I don’t want to fucking write about it anymore. I 

don’t want to feel it in the poem. The trauma. Only the touch. Their touch. Mine. I think my wrists are 

what make me a lesbian I think they wrote my body new. Wrote my body queer.  

The wrist says sew. 

Connected to wrist. Twisting dizzy memory sewing touch and trauma. Bending and binding gender with 

buttons. Slip through the moment smooth. 
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A splendid address a really splendid address is not shown by giving a flower freely, it is not shown by a 

mark or by wetting 

- Gertrude Stein, Tender Buttons 

The internal workings of wetness. The way a poem sits damp until I finish it. Mouths meet eyes meet the 

thrust of sliced melon grips. Disintegrate between my lips. Against my gums. The structure of the poem 

is not made of bricks but tenderness bleeding through pink flesh dripping down chins, tongues. Tongues.  

The poem looks like fruit, tastes like it. You should indulge in the sugar and lick it from your lips. Eat the 

fruit, go for government mandated walks, avoid touch.  

But I can’t anymore. Avoid it, the poem. The poem? I don’t want to fucking write about it anymore. If 

the poem is a body, then the poem is sweet. If the poem is a body, then I can’t walk around it anymore. I 

am inside. Inside the slow. Now. 

Jeanette Winterson says there’s a story trapped inside your mouth. 

And so, I swallow it whole.  

The mouth says wet. 

as lips gums melon. The wetness of it all. The bodies. 

 

Bone of my bone. Flesh of my flesh. To remember you it’s my own body I touch. 

- Jeannette Winterson, Written On The Body 

It is my own I body touch when I am missing them. It is the only one that’s there. It is my own body I 

touch to write them. I am touching myself and I can feel them. Write them. With the curve of a 

forefinger I clutch. Your eyes slow. Your eyes staring into mine I clutch my body. The poem. Your eyes. 

Language touches. Poetry visceral as desire touches me everywhere. Your eyes stare and touch me 

everywhere. 

I think my poetry is what makes me a lesbian but I’m tired of deciphering identity. I think the pulse of my 

language is what makes me love like this. Makes my body new when their eyes engulf me. Makes me 

hate my body queer. I don’t want to fucking write about my words anymore. I don’t want to have this 

body eyes never closed always writing. 

The eyes say everywhere. 

Bodies have eyes everywhere. Poetry has eyes everywhere. 

 

The lesbian body transforms everything on its passage: thoughts, images. It navigates in language. 

- Nicole Brossard, Fluid Arguments 
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What’s traveling without a map? Without a tool to word my way to you? Wade my way to you. In 

language, I navigate. Navigate queerness. My body/ my lesbian.  

Wordlessly. Wordfully? I become the map. Travel touch and trauma. Weave through gender binaries 

weave my body androgynous. Collarbones and shoulders each bony indentation of possibility help me 

become. Become new move slow move queer move in gender. Out of it. 

I wait for a grip on my shoulders boyish. Their hands are not there but I remember the language. How it 

transforms. The image of you making clavicle into poetry. The image of you, queer. 

Nicole Brossard says on strands of light I am hanging poetry like garlands. 

I am hanging you from my words and I don’t want to fucking write about you anymore. Language 

touches but you touch better. 

The shoulders say boy. 

Boy has visions of my collarbones. Has eyes everywhere. Is poetry. 

I say transform. 

Take. 

Write. 

I say your hands are no longer hands when mine touch them they are pieces of my desire. 

You are the poem now. 

The Slow Now. 
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Anatomy: A Poem 

My hands peel the orange. Undress it. Transform smooth jacket to pithy mindscape. You’re all stringy 

and sticky and juice. The sweat from your slices all over my hands. My hands, the orange now. 

The slow now. My hands: slow. 

Connected to wrist. Twisting dizzy memory sewing touch and trauma. Bending and binding gender with 

buttons. Slip through the moment smooth 

as lips gums melon. The wetness of it all. The bodies. 

Bodies have eyes everywhere. Poetry has eyes everywhere. 

Boy has visions of my collarbones. Has eyes everywhere. Is poetry. 

 

 


